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Virtual Memory 
Technology, History and A Connection to the Holocaust 
 
By Jeff Olson 
 
April, 2003 
 
In the fall of 2002, my family was enjoying the Jewish celebration of Simchat Torah at our 
small congregation, Temple Sinai, in Saratoga Springs, New York.  As my daughter 
danced with one of the Torah scrolls, I asked our rabbi if that was the scroll which we had 
been told came from Czechoslovakia after the Holocaust.  The rabbi said yes, and 
showed us where the scroll had been marked by the Nazis, and where a small brass tag 
(No. 1384) had been placed by the Memorial Scrolls Trust in London.  I then asked the 
rabbi if we knew anything about the story of this scroll. The rabbi said we knew very little, 
but that in the early 1990’s a bar mitzvah student had done a little research and had 
confirmed that the scroll had come from a small town called Golcuv-Jenikov, in Bohemia, 
near Prague.  The scroll was written in 1890, and had arrived in Saratoga in 1973.  I then 
asked if anyone had tried to use the internet to trace its history.  Since nobody had, it 
seemed like a good idea to volunteer to spend some time on line searching for the origins 
of the Golcuv-Jenicov scroll.  What follows are the results of six months of extraordinary e-
mails – a magical connection of technology across history.  You are about to read the 
same messages as I did as I searched for and found that our small community in upstate 
New York has a very powerful connection to the community of Golcuv-Jenicov in the 
Czech Republic.   
 
 
 

The Olson Children (Jaffa, Izak and Sarice) in front of the Ark at 
Temple Sinai, Saratoga Springs, NY USA,  2001.  The Ark was 
designed by Jeff Olson and built by volunteers.  It houses the 
Golcuv-Jenicov Holocaust Memorial Scroll.  (Photo by J.Olson) 
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Google search 10.01.02 – Golcuv-Jenicov 
 
Search Result: http://www.jewishgen.org/cemetery/e-europe/czechg-l.html 
 
International Jewish Cemetery Project - Czechoslovakia International  
Association of Jewish Genealogical Societies - Cemetery Project  
 
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Czech Republic: Former Bohemia and Moravia--Czechoslovakia 
 
THE CEMETERIES  
For more accurate Jewish community dates than those given in the US Commission  
surveys, see the Czech Republic page. 
 
GOLCUV JENIKOV:  US Commission No. CZCE000333 
Alternate name: Goltsch-Jenikau in German. Golcuv Jenikov is located in the  
Bohemia, Havlickuv Brod region at 49º49 15º28, 29 km SE of Kolin and 30 km SW 
of Pardubice. The cemetery is located 600 meters W of the square. Present town  
population is 1,000-5,000 with fewer than 10 Jews. 
  Town: Mestsky Urad, 582 82 Golcuv Jenikov, Mayor-tel. 0451/932-12,  
  secretary-tel. 0451/932-87. 
  Regional: (1) Okresni Urad, Referat Kultury, (Director: Ms. Sucha), Staflova  
  2003, 580 01 Havlickuv Brod; tel. 0451/327; (2) Zidovska Nabozenska Obec v  
  Praze, Maislova 18, 110 01 Praha 1; tel. 02/231-69-25; and (3)Pamatkovy Ustav  
  Vychodnich Cech (Director: Engineer Skalova), Zamek 4, 530 02 ardubice; tel.  
  04/51-60-21. 
  Interested: (1) Statni Zidovske Muzeum, Jachymova 3, 110 01 Praha 1; tel.  
  02/231-06-34 or 231-07-85; and (2) Okresni Muzeum, Namesti 56, 580 04  
  Havlickuv Brod; tel. 0451/4101. 
  Caretaker with key: Hana Ronovska, Komenskeho 462, 582 82 Golcuv Jenikov. 
 
   Earliest known Jewish community in Golcuv Jenikov was 1654, but allegedly  
is older. 1930 Jewish population was 79. In 1784, the old archives of the  
congregation were destroyed in a fire. Allegedly, the community's origin is  
medieval. Peak Jewish population was before the mid-19th century. In 1842, 
there were 613 persons, about 27% of the total population. In 1842, Sir Moses  
Montefiore visited the local yeshiva of Rabbi Kornfeld. In the late 19th and  
early 20th century, people started moving to the bigger towns with last rabbi  
leaving in 1930. Living here were Rabbi Aron Kornfeld (1795-1881, born and  
buried there and head of the famous yeshiva); psychologist Siegmund Kornfeld  
(1859-1927); Judaist Bedrich Thieberger (1888-1958); poet and writer Gertrude  
Thieberger-Urzidil (1898-1977); poet Oskar Kosta (pseudonym Peter Pont,  
1888-1973); and Isaac Mayer Wise (1819-1900, founder of American Reform 
Judaism, who began studies in the Yeshiva in Golcuv Jenikov in 1835). The 
landmarked Conservative Jewish cemetery originated in the 17th century. Rabbi 
Aron Kornfeld (1795-1881), Rabbi Michael Kornfeld (d. 1803) and Rabbi Jakob 
Jicchak ha-Levi (d. 1806) were all buried there with last known Jewish burial 
before 1943; the last urn was in 1974. The isolated flat suburban/rural site 
has no sign or marker. Reached off a public road, access is open with 
permission via continuous masonry wall and locking gate. The size of cemetery 
before WWII and now is 0.7336 ha. 100-500 gravestones, all in original 
location, date from 1706-20th century. The marble, granite and limestone flat 
shaped stones, finely smoothed and inscribed stones, flat stones with carved 
relief decoration, double tombstones, multi-stone monuments, and sarcophagus-
shaped tombs have Hebrew, German and Czech inscriptions. Some tombstones have 
portraits on stones and/or metal fences around the graves. Within the limits of 
the cemetery is a pre-burial house. The cemetery is not divided into special 

http://www.jewishgen.org/cemetery/e-europe/czechg-l.html
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sections. Praha Jewish community owns the property now used as a Jewish 
cemetery and a garden. Adjacent properties are agricultural. Occasionally, 
private visitors stop. Local non-Jewish residents and Jewish groups in the 
Czech Republic cleared vegetation and fixed wall. Praha Jewish congregation 
pays a regular caretaker. Slight threats facing this cemetery are lack of 
security, weather erosion, pollution, vandalism, and incompatible nearby 
existing development. Vegetation overgrowth in the cemetery is a seasonal 
problem, preventing access. 
     Vlastmila Hamackova, Zabelska 37, 312 15 Plzen; tel. Office 02/231-06-34;  
and (2) Jiri Fiedler, Brdickova 1916, 155 00 Praha 5; tel. 02/55-33-40 
completed survey on August 26, 1992. Documentation: (1) notes of Statni 
Zidovske Muzeum Praha (2) Die Juden und Judengemeinden Bohemens, 1934; (3) Jan 
Herman: Jewish Cemeteries of Bohemia and Moravia, 1980; (4) Jaroslav Holy: 
Poznejte Golcuv Jenikov, 1969, (5) A Guide to the Writings of Isaac Mayer Wise, 
1981; and (6) letters of former cemetery-caretaker Antonin Dolezal, 1984-1985. 
V. Hamackova visited site in 1991. 
     BOOK: Czech Republic, Prague: Der Juedische Friedhin Golcuev Jenikov, 203,  
article p. 000203, 6/15/1990, HAMACKOVA Vlastimila, title: "in Judaica 
Bohemiae, Volume XXI/2", Judaica Bohemiae, 1985, pp. 95-103, German. Source: 
Daniel Dratwa d.dratwa@mjb-jmb.org 
 
GOLTSCH-JENIKAU: (German) see Golcuv Jenikov 
 
All individuals involved in the creation of this project are volunteers. 
The right to make one copy for personal use with full citation is hereby  
granted; however, no profit is to be made from the use of this website's 
information. No reply will be made to inquiries about specific burials. All 
information that we possess is on the website. We have no other information so 
please do not write requesting any on either burial sites or individual 
burials.  
 
Web Format Courtesy of Design-Studios.com and other volunteers 
©IAJGS > 2000-2001 - All Rights Reserved  
Revised Monday, September 23, 2002 04:59:48 
 
 
……… 
 
Subj:golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/1/2002 
To:d.dratwa@mjb-jmb.org 
 
i got your name from a website with information on the jewish cemetery at 
golcuv-jenikov, czech republic.  i am a member of temple sinai in saratoga 
springs, new york.  we have a torah scroll, which was originally from golcuv-
jenikov and was provided to us in 1973 by the holocaust memorial scrolls trust.  
we would like to find some way to connect with the people of golcuv-jenikov.  
can you help? 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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Subj:golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/1/2002 
To:csjews@zahav.net.il 
 
my temple has a torah that was originally from golcuv-jenicov in czech 
republic.  do you know if there is anyone we could contact from that community? 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/9/2002 
To:csjews@zahav.net.il 
In a message dated 10/9/2002 4:37:31 AM Eastern Daylight Time, 
csjews@zahav.net.il writes: 
 
I am sorry to tell you, that we do not know anybody from that community. 
If you didn't yet, you may try to get this info from: 
Susan Boyer 13715 Magnolia Blvd. Sherman Oaks, Ca 91423 USA 
818 9958772, Fax 818 7839196; 
or: Vitdoc@aol.com 
or:ISRAGEFEN@netmedia.co.il 
Best regards 
Gabi Lana 
 
 
REPLY: thank you - i had already emailed susan, and i will try the others, too.  
i will keep trying to find some connection between the community of golcuv-
jenikov and the torah our temple is very proud to have.  
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
 
 
TO: VITDOC  In a message dated 10/9/02 7:06:47 PM, Trails2k writes: 
<< my temple, in saratoga springs, ny, has a torah that once belonged to the 
community of  golcuv-jenikov, czech republic.  it was presented to us by the 
memorial scrolls commission in 1973.  the email below indicates you might help 
us in reconnecting this torah with the community of golcuv-jenikov.  can you 
help?  
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/10/2002 1:16:59 AM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k, bterezin@inter.net.il, lfeder@yahoo.com 
 
 
Dear Mr. Olson--I will post a message on Jewishgen.org, the BOHEMIAN AND 
MORAVIAN SPECIAL INTEREST GROUP -- it is a newsgrp of those with family from 
Bohemia and Moravia doing genealogy. Golcuv is not that far from Humpolec --and 
I do know people from that town. Let me post a message and see what we can 
find. In the meantime -- do you want some information on the town? I can see 
what I can find. Hopefully tomorrow I will reach you by phone. It is too late 
to call this evening. I have also e-mailed this to Beit Terezin in Israel. They 
keep in touch with those transported through Terezin. They may know of 
survivors or survivors families. I have also sent your message to Lisa Feder, a 
board member of the Czech Torah Network and dedicated to an organization that 
she has started for cemetery preservation in the Czech Republic. She has a 
website detailing her project. She assists congregations in supporting the 
restoration of the cemeteries where their scrolls have come from. She is very 
knowledgeable.  
Lisa Feder 
Czech Heritage Action Initiative 
Supporting the Continuum of Czech Jewish Life 
www.chaiworks.org 
 
Thank you for wanting to make a connection to your scroll. I hope that we can 
all assist you in what will hopefully be an enriching experience for you and 
your congregation.  
 
Thank you again--Susan Boyer Czech Torah Network   
<www.czechtorah.org> visit our website 
   
 
 
In a message dated 10/9/02 7:06:47 PM, Trails2k writes: 
 
TO:  Lfeder  << my temple, in saratoga springs, ny, has a torah that once 
belonged to the community of  golcuv-jenikov, czech republic.  it was presented 
to us by the memorial scrolls commission in 1973.  the email below indicates 
you might help us in reconnecting this torah with the community of golcuv-
jenikov.  can you help?>>  
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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<Vitdoc@aol.com> schrieb: 10.10.02 
>Sign up for the JGFFAlert! 
>http://www.jewishgen.org/jgff/jgff-faq.html#q3.7 
>Help JewishGen Help You! 
>http://www.jewishgen.org/jewishgen-erosity/contribute.ihtml 
>***See the Bohemia-Moravia SIG Webpage:  <http://www.jewishgen.org/bohmor> 
> 
 
>I received an e-mail from a congregant in Sarasota Springs, New York . His  
>e-mail stated that his----- "temple, in Saratoga Springs, NY, has a torah  
>that once belonged to the community of  Golcuv-Jenikov, Czech Republic.  it  
>was presented to us by the memorial scrolls commission in 1973. I was told  
>you might help us in reconnecting this torah with the community of  
>Golcuv-Jenikov.  Can you help? 
 
> 
>Does anyone know of family living, or not, who came from this town? This  
>congregation would like to make a connection to those who may have once  
>worshipped with their scroll. It is 80 km sw of Prague.  
>Thanks --Susan Boyer  

 founder of the Czech Torah Network  www.czechtorah.org 
 > LA  CALIF 

> 
>To post to the Bohemia-Moravia SIG discussion group, send your message to: 
><bohmor@lyris.jewishgen.org> 
> 
>To communicate directly with the moderators or webmaster, mail to: 
<bohmor@hotmail.com>  
>*** Please do not send to this address any messages you wish posted to the 
list  
> 
>As of September 6, 2002 we have 477 active subscribers.  
 
>________________________________________________ 
>This Special Interest Group (bohmor@lyris.jewishgen.org) is hosted by 
>        JewishGen: The Home of Jewish Genealogy 
>     Visit our home page at http://www.jewishgen.org 
>  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
>***Point.to.Point with JewishGen*** 
>http://www.jewishgen.org/jewishgen/ptp/ptp1.htm  
 
>   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
The Forum of the Jewish Cummunities of the Former State of Czechoslovakia  
Last Updated October 26th 2001 
(Update XVIII)  
      Hitachdut Yotzei Czechoslovakia in Israel:  
      15 Achad Haam Street  
      Tel Aviv 65141  
      Israel  
      Eng. Gabi Lana  
      Email: Hitachdut Yotsey Czechoslovakia  
 
 
 

http://www.czechtorah.org/
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<my first visit to the Czech Torah website was on October 10, following Susan 
Boyer’s email.  I didn’t know this website existed – it is exactly what I was 
looking for…>  www.czechtorah.org 
 

THE CZECH MEMORIAL SCROLLS CENTRE OF LONDON, ENGLAND 

“In 1963, with the cooperation of the Czech Government, Eric Estorick, a London 
art collector, arranged for the acquisition of 1,564 Torah scrolls found in an 
abandoned synagogue in Prague. These Torahs were a part of the huge collection 
of Jewish ritual objects confiscated by Hitler to be used in his planned 
"museum of an extinct race." 
 
The Torah scrolls were once an integral part of the Jewish life of the hundreds 
of Jewish communities that existed in Bohemia and Moravia before World War II. 
With the financial help of Ralph Yablon, these scrolls arrived in London to a 
temporary home in the Westminister Synagogue where The Czech Memorial Scrolls 
Trust was formed. 
 
Since their arrival in 1964, the Czech Memorial Scrolls Trust has answered 
requests for Torahs by distributing these scrolls, on permanent loan, to 
synagogues and religious institutions throughout the world. Each year the 
numbered racks at Kent House have grown emptier as one scroll after another has 
been restored to its rightful place in Jewish life.” 
 
Czech Memorial Scrolls Trust 
Kent House 
Rutland Gardens 
London SW7 IBX 
England 
Calling from the USA - 
Tel: 011 44 207 581 3741 
Fax: 011 44 207 581 8012 
 
 
 
THE CZECH TORAH NETWORK 
 
“The Czech Torah Network is a Jewish non-profit organization that has been 
formed to educate congregations and their members about the sacred Czech Torah 
Scrolls which were taken by the Nazis from Jewish synagogues in Bohemia and 
Moravia. Hitler rounded up and killed millions of innocent children and adults 
during World War II. He confiscated all the Jewish ritual items and torah 
scrolls from the Jewish Communities of Bohemia and Moravia of the country then 
known as Czechoslovakia………Today, these Czech torahs, part of this precious 
legacy, are being used in congregations throughout the world as a source of 
Jewish spiritual continuity.” 
 
Founding Members 
Susan Boyer, USA 
Hana Lustig Greenfield, Czech Republic - Israel 
Murray Greenfield, USA - Israel 
Rabbi Mark Shapiro. USA 

http://www.czechtorah.org/
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Subj: golcuv  
Date:10/10/2002 10:45:54 AM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:    lfeder@yahoo.com (Lisa Feder) 
To:    trails2k@aol.com 
CC:    vitdoc@aol.com 
 
Dear Mr. Olson, 
 
Your message regarding your Synagogue's Torah from Golcuv Jenikov was forwarded 
to me by Susan Boyer.  I would be happy to assist you in gathering information, 
and there is much that we can do, depending on your interests.  
 
I can help to provide you with: historical information about the history of the 
Jewish community of G.J., the current state of remaining Jewish sites there, 
including the cemetery and the synagogue, and, if possible, to contact 
survivors from there (if they exist, they must be registered with the Holocaust 
Survivors Registry and contact us after receiving a request for third-party 
contact).  It is most-likely possible to also obtain the list of the Jewish 
residents who were deported from Golcuv Jenikov as well, although the Jewish 
population in the 1930 census numbered only around 79 persons. 
 
It is very ironic, because I had planned on going to Golcuv Jenikov to 
photograph the synagogue and cemetery during my last trip to Czech Republic 
this summer, but I was unable to at the last minute. I work very closely with 
the section of the Prague Jewish community that directly oversees the care and 
maintenance of all the Jewish cemeteries and sites in the Prague community's 
jurisdiction, (181 cemeteries including the one in Golcuv Jenikov), so I can 
also assist you in gaining information and documentation, and in the great 
mitzvah of helping to support the care or repair of the cemetery and synagogue 
if you wish. 
 
Please visit my web-site at your convenience, www.chaiworks.org 
and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Sincerely, 
Lisa Feder 
Czech Heritage Action Initiative 
Supporting the Continuum of Jewish Life in the Czech Republic 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv 
Date:10/10/2002 10:20:09 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:lfeder@yahoo.com 
File:PB100004.JPG (360900 bytes) DL Time (TCP/IP): < 1 minute 
 
there are tears in my eyes as i read your email.  the internet is magic.  any 
and all the information you can provide will be useful.  in the meantime, 
attached is a photo of our 3 children sitting in front of the ark which i 
designed for our temple and which was built by members of our congregation to 
house our two torah scrolls - one of which is the golcuv scroll. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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Subj:Fwd: Re: golcuv 
Date:10/10/2002 12:54:33 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:    lfeder@yahoo.com (Lisa Feder) 
To:    trails2k@aol.com 
CC:    vitdoc@aol.com, l.glickman@attbi.com (Larry Glickman) 
 
 
Dear Mr. Olson, 
 
Thank you very much for your reply and for sending the beautiful photograph of 
your children in front of the ark.  It speaks so poignantly about the Mitzvah 
of keeping this Torah, and the memory of those who once worshipped with it, in 
life. 
 
When you have time, Susan and I look forward to hearing more about your ideas.  
Due to many people being out of the office in Prague until the middle of next 
week, it will take me a little time to get the most updated information about 
the synagogue and cemetery, but I look forward to working with you in 
this effort. 
 
On the Czech Torah Network website, (www.czechtorah.org) and on mine 
(www.chaiworks.org) you will find information on programs such as the 
Quest for Kolin and others.  Some synagogues "twin" their Bar and Bat Mitzvah 
students with a child from their Torah's town of origin who was killed without 
having had the opportunity to become a Bar or Bat Mitzvah.  My synagogue has 
recently sponsored a large clean up of the cemetery in the town from which our 
Torah originated.  The possibilities for meaningful and enriching programming 
are endless. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you, 
Sincerely, 
Lisa 
 
 
 
 
Forwarded Message:  
Subj:Re: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:10/11/2002 1:43:38 PM Eastern Standard Time 
 
From:    Zimmer-Luedinghausen@t-online.de (Peter Zimmer) 
Reply-to:    320004503983-0001@T-Online.de 
To:    Vitdoc@aol.com 
 
I just read your e-mail. I am going to Golcuv Jenikov next week to visit the 
cemetery there, where I hope to find graves of ancestors of mine. All I know so 
far is that my 6xgrandmother came from there. Her name was Sara Katz. She was 
born in Golcuv Jenikof in 1764. She married Elias Pohl in Prague. Sara's father 
was Filip Katz. This is all I know about my family from Golcuv Jenikof. I am 
not sure if it helps but I thought I let you know. 
 
Regards 
Peter Zimmer 
Muenster 
Germany 
 
 

http://www.chaiworks.org/
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In a message dated 10/11/2002 6:40:00 PM Eastern Standard Time 
 
peter: when you visit golcuv-jenikov next week, please try to find out if there 
are any jewish people still living there.  we would like to let them know that 
we have a torah from their community here at our temple in saratoga springs, ny 
usa.  also, if you have a camera, please email photos of the town so we can see 
what it looks like.  good luck with your visit. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/11/2002 6:34:54 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
 
>> 
I posted a message and found a woman from Prague with family from your torah's 
town: <Lucie.Friedlaenderova@seznam.cz> 
 
Dear Susan, 
my family (FRIEDLAENDER) came from this town. But the last member of 
this family, who lived there, was my grandfather (*1890) with his brothers and 
sisters. He moved to Prague (and died in Auschwitz at least). Others of our 
family, who survived, live mostly in Prague, some of them probably in Brno, 
some of them escaped to foreign countries ... But maybe I could ask help from 
our community in Prague. If you could send me still some other information, 
please, 
reply. 
 
Regards, 
 
Lucie Friedlaenderova 
Prague 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/14/2002 9:03:30 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:Lucie.Friedlaenderova@seznam.cz 
 
thank you for your message.  the torah in our temple came from golcuv-jenikov.  
we are trying to make contact with any jewish people from there, or their 
family members.  please let us know if there is anyone from golcuv-jenikov that 
we could communicate with.   
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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> In a message dated 10/12/2002 11:20:39 AM Eastern Standard Time,   
  
> I am not very far from Golcuv-Jenikov, are you interested in making contact 
with any remaining jewish people there. I do not know if there are any 
remaining Jewish families there, but I would be willing to help you find out. 
Let me know if this is something that you would like to pursue. 
>  
>                             John Singer 
>  
>                             Jihlava Czechia 
 
 
 
 
> REPLY:  john - yes, we are hoping to make contact with the jewish community 
of golcuv-jenikov.  we would like them to know that we have a torah from their 
town that was given to us by the memorial scrolls trust. please let us know if 
there are any jewish families there.   
>  
> jeff olson, r.a  
> trailblazer 
> 10 clark street  
> saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
> phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
> >  
 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
 
In a message dated 10/12/2002 2:23:33 PM Eastern Standard Time, Vitdoc writes: 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah  
Date:10/12/2002 2:23:33 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
 
good news from the Czech republic --read from my genealogy researcher from the 
CZ R 
 
Mr Stein has found a survivor: Hope you hear from him if you write or call.   
 
Keep me posted.  
Regards Susan Boyer 
12.10.02 
 
 
 
Dear Susan, 
 
  It is pleasant to hear from you again. Thank you for your letter 
and enclosed cheque. We are sending the attachment once more. We also can help 
you in finding someone from Golcuv Jenikov.  
 
Mr. Amir Peretz: Rehov Eliezer – Ben – Yehuda 5/4, 76300, Rehovot, Israel. 
 
He was informed by regular mail about your wishing, because he is  
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quite old. We cannot guarantee that he will answer you. The most damaged part 
of Prague and the life in Prague will be difficult for several months, because 
of the traffic without underground.  
 
We wish you 
 
Happy New Year. 
                                                                 
 
Iva and Eugen 
 
Reklama:  Jak si stoji kurz koruny? http://kurzy.seznam.cz 
 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/14/2002 8:12:38 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:Vitdoc 
 
thank you this is incredible news...it seems like we are getting close.  do you 
want me to write directly to 'Mr. Stein' or will you follow up with him 
directly?   
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
 
In a message dated 10/14/2002 12:53:32 PM Eastern Daylight Time, Vitdoc writes: 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/14/2002 12:53:32 PM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
 
He has e-mail. Write to him directly. <i-e-stein@seznam.cz> Good luck. Susan 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/14/2002 8:53:57 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:i-e-stein@seznam.cz 
CC:Vitdoc 
 
mr. stein - i spoke to susan boyer today and she told me that you know somebody 
from golcuv-jelnikov...my temple, in saratoga springs, ny usa has a torah from 
golcuv-jelnikov which was provided by the memorial scrolls commission of london 
in 1973.  we would like to contact the person you refered to. what should we do 
next? 
 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
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Subj:Re: golcuv-jenikov torah 
Date:10/14/2002 9:41:13 AM Eastern Daylight Time 
From:JohnFSinger 
To:Trails2k 
 
 
In a message dated Mon, 14 Oct 2002  9:08:50 AM Eastern Daylight Time, Trails2k 
writes: 
 
Hello Mr. Olson, 
 
so I will make a pilgrimage to Golcuv-Jenikov, sometime soon. I will get 
contact information from however many remaining Jewish souls there might be. 
Its entirely possible that there may be none. 
 
If the situation is the same as it is here in Jihlava there are many people who 
are of Jewish descent but do not identify themselves as Jews. Be that as it may 
I will do my best to help and I will get back to you perhaps as early as next 
week. 
 
                                    Sincerely, 
 
                                     John Singer 
                                     Jihlava Czechia  
 
 
 
 
 
Subj:Golcuv Jenikov 
Date:10/23/2002 1:11:57 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:JohnFSinger 
To:Trails2k 
 
Hello Mr. Olson, 
 
I am off to Golcuv-Jenikov tomorrow, interestingly I have a relative from 
Golcuv-Jenikov who emigrated to Canada, his name is  
Dr. Georges F Novak 
2 Rue Convin Apt 721 
Kirkland Quebec H9H 4B5 Canada,  
he is my maternal grandmothers cousin. He changed his name to Novak from Pick. 
I will let you know by Friday what I discovered in GJ. 
 
                         Best Regards, 
 
                          John Singer 
                          Jihlava 
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Date:10/23/2002  
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
I leave for several weeks and wondered how your search was going. I will return 
the middle of November so let me know what transpires.  
Thanks Susan Boyer  
Czech Torah Network 
 
………………………………………………….. 
Subj:Fwd: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:10/23/2002 6:51:39 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
 
Did I send you this one? FYI--Susan B 
In a message dated 10/11/02 11:43:38 AM, Zimmer-Luedinghausen@t-online.de 
writes: 
 
<< I just read your e-mail. I am going to Golcuv Jenikov next week to visit the 
cemetery there, where I hope to find graves of ancestors of mine. All I know so 
far is that my 6xgrandmother came from there. Her name was Sara Katz. She was 
born in Golcuv Jenikof in 1764. She married Elias Pohl in Prague. Sara's father 
was Filip Katz.  
 
This is all I know about my family from Golcuv Jenikof. I am not sure if it 
helps but I thought I let you know. 
 
Regards 
 
Peter Zimmer 
Muenster. Germany >> 
 
 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:10/23/2002 7:34:24 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:Vitdoc 
 
 
yes, thanks for forwarding this...we just found a man from g-j who is living in 
quebec city, and i also found somebody who is going to g-j tomorrow.  i will 
keep you posted. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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Subj:Golcuv-Jenikov Update Thursday 
Date:10/24/2002 8:27:04 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:JohnFSinger 
To:Trails2k 
CC:bohmor@lyris.jewishgen.org 
 
 
Hello Mr. Olson, & Group 
 
I have just returned from Golcuv-Jenikov where I spent the morning enquiring 
about any Jewish families that remain, and it is as I thought. There is not a 
single Jewish person living in GJ today. The Synagogue and cemetery remain the 
significant reminders of GJ's Jewish residents. However the people that we 
spoke with were sympathetic and interested in the fate of GJ's Jewish neighbors 
who either perished or emigrated.  
 
I wanted to obtain a list of the Jewish people of GJ who perished in the 
Holocaust but was unable during those few hours to accomplish that. I have the 
contact information for some people who might be able to provide me with that. 
I think that might be important to your congregation, and a further link with 
the GJ Torah's past life. 
 
I have the address of the Golcuv-Jenikov Town Hall/Mayors Office. In the event 
you would like to reach out to the citizenry of GJ. I believe that there would 
be a positive response. 
 
The synagogue is 110 years old and is magnificent, we were unable to enter 
because it is now a repository for Jewish museum. I took some photo's and can 
forward them to you either by the mail or as attachments to email. 
 
The following is the address for GJ's City/Town Hall Mayors office. 
 
Metsky Urad 
Nam T.G. Masaryka 110 
Golcuv-Jenikov 58282 
Czech Republic 
 
                                Sincerely, 
 
                               John Singer 
                               Jihlava Czechia 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: Golcuv-Jenikov Update Thursday 
Date:10/24/2002 8:42:16 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:JohnFSinger 
 
 
john - thank you.  we have just found a person from g-j living in quebec city, 
and there may be another in israel...i will write to the mayor and would love 
to see the photos you took.  it is so sad to find out that there are no jews 
remaining there, but it is important that we make whatever connections we can.  
 
jeff olson, r.a  
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Subj:Re: quebec 
Date:10/24/2002 8:46:32 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:JohnFSinger 
 
 
john - in my previous message, i didn't acknowledge that the person is quebec 
is your relative.  (i've been getting a lot of emails on this search).  also - 
we live about 3 hours south of montreal, so if you ever want to visit you are 
welcome to stay with us.  thanks again for your help.  
 
 
 
Subj:Fwd: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:10/24/2002 9:29:53 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:Trails2k 
 
Can you let her know what you have found as it may be a relative of hers! 
Thanks susan 
----------------- 
Forwarded Message:  
 
Subj:Re: Re: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:10/24/2002 6:24:43 AM Eastern Standard Time 
 
From:    l.friedlaenderova@volny.cz 
To:    Vitdoc@aol.com 
 
Od: Vitdoc@aol.com 
Komu: Lucie.Friedlaenderova@seznam.cz 
Pøedmìt: Re: Re: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Datum: 24.10.2002 - 1:50:35 
 
> Lucy-----Did Mr.  Olson ever respond to your e-mail? I 
> hope that you were in  touch with each other. Here is 
> his e-mail for you  <trails2k@aol.com> just in case he 
> did not respond.  
> Thanks for your interest--susan boyer Czech Torah 
 
 
……………… 
 
Subj:Re: [bohmor] Looking for relatives from GOLCUV JENIKOV 
Date:11/3/2002 11:49:14 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:Vitdoc, Lucie.Friedlaenderova@seznam.cz 
 
 
lucie - i have been informed that there are not jews currently living in g-j.  
the synagoge and cemetary are still there.  i have only found one person who 
lived there (he lives in quebec), but i do have a list of people who died in 
the holocaust.  our congregation will hold a special service for them this 
year.  please let me know if you have any other information. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
10 clark street  
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Subj:Re: - Isaac Mayer Wise 
Date:10/29/2002 3:51:23 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Vitdoc 
To:chuckmg@acm.org, bohmor@lyris.jewishgen.org, Trails2k 
 
 
With regard to the e-mail below regarding Isaac Mayer Wise: 
I am working with a congregation in Saratoga Springs, NY that is archiving 
their Holocaust scroll from GOLCUV-JENIKOV. It would be great if you could get 
in touch with them <trails2k@aol.com> --a Mr. Jeff Olson,  
as Isaac Mayer Wise, born in Lomnicka in 1819, began studying in Golcuv-Jenikov 
1835 in the renowned local Yeshiva of Rabbi Aron Kornfeld -- all this according 
to Mr. Fiedler's book JEWISH SIGHTS OF BOHEMIA AND MORAVIA  pg69. It is 
possible that is a Torah that Wise once used.  I know their congregation would 
be interested in speaking to you. 
Sincerely--Susan Boyer LA , CA 
In a message dated 10/28/02 6:27:02 PM, chuckmg@acm.org writes: 
 
<<  
www.jewishgen.org/JewishGen-erosity/Contribute.ihtml 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
***See the Bohemia-Moravia SIG Webpage:  <http://www.jewishgen.org/bohmor> 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Dr. Jiri Fiedler, Prague Jewish Museum, gave a paper this last June at the 
Annual Conference of the Czech Academy of Arts and Sciences on Rabbi Isaac 
Mayer Wise born in Lomnicka (Steingrub).  My wife, Nancy, a great grand 
daughter of Rabbi Wise, and I met with Dr. Fiedler this September in Prague.  
He was kind enough to give us a copy of his paper but it is in Czech.  In the 
article he recounts new evidence of Rabbi Wise's birth date and parentage.  The 
article is less than 9 pages of text with 7 pages of references.   We need help 
in identifying where we might obtain a translation of this article. 
 
Chuck Goldstein  
chuckmg@acm.org 
 
 
Subj:Re: - Isaac Mayer Wise 
Date:11/3/2002 12:03:16 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:Vitdoc, chuckmg@acm.org 
 
 
it's a small world. rabbi wise co-founded temple beth emeth in albany as 
america's first reformed jewish congregation.  my wife's father was rabbi there 
for many years.  they also have a czech memorial torah.  do you know when rabbi 
wise left golcuv-jenikov?  the scroll we have was written around 1890, so he 
would have been 71 years old then... 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
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Subj:Re: Golcuv Jenikov List 
Date:11/3/2002 9:58:09 AM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Trails2k 
To:JohnFSinger 
CC:bohmor@lyris.jewishgen.org 
 
 
In a message dated 11/2/2002 12:07:50 PM Eastern Standard Time, JohnFSinger 
writes: 
 
 
Hello Mr. Olson and group. 
 
I met with the former caretaker of the Jewish cemetery in Golcuv=Jenikov 
yesterday, and he provided me with the list of the names of the members of the 
Jewish community from GJ who did not return after the Holocaust-WW II.  
 
The information should be cross checked against the information contained in 
the Terezin Initiative which has more conclusive facts about the final fate, 
survival or death of the following people. As many are listed as fate unknown. 
 
Concerning the cemetery its earliest headstones are said to be from 1706 or 
there abouts and is in better than expected condition. I will send photos of 
both the synagogue and the cemetery. The most recent burial being from 1984. 
 
REPLY:  
 
thank you again.  i have spoken to our rabbi, and we will hold a yom hashoah 
ceremony with the g-j scroll to honor the memory of the people on this list.  i 
am unsure how to crosscheck the list with the terezin initiative, and i hope 
that 'bohmor@lyris' can help. it is incredible to be finding this information, 
and i look forward to continue learning more. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
In a message dated 12/21/02 3:39:15 AM, schaked@netvision.net.il writes: 
 
CORRECTIONS FORWARDED FROM: Peretz Amir Schrecker 
schaked@netvision.net.il 
 
 
…Mr. Singer's list  with the list I have in my possession, I found that one 
name is missing: LUDVIK KORNFELD, B 30.01.1872.  Also there is a difference in 
the Birthdate of EMILIE VRBONA.  In Singer's list it is stated 26.06.1869 while 
in my list is 12.09.1891.  There is also a misspelling of one name. There are 
NAHNADEL and 3 NAHANDEL. The exact spelling is NAEHNADEL, which, by the way, 
I'm related to. 
Also, Mr. Singer wrote that the most recent burial in the G.J. cemetery was in 
1984 while I'm, myself, met the last Jew of G.J. in 1990. I know he died a few 
years later and was buried there. 
 
Subj:Re: Golcuv Jenikov  

mailto:trails2k@aol.com
mailto:schaked@netvision.net.il
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Date:1/6/2003 12:43:36 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Czechtorah 
To:Trails2k 
 
Thanks for writing to Peretz Amir and I will call your wife this week to 
discuss --Thanks susan 
 
In a message dated 1/6/03 6:55:22 AM, Trails2k writes: 
 
<< susan - happy new year.  our community is planning a special event with the 
czech torah scroll for yom hashoah this year.  per your request, we will say 
kaddish for all of the people from g-j.  my wife (margo - her email is 
molson@skidmore.edu) coordinates the jewish student programs at skidmore 
college, and i have asked her to contact you about possibly participating in 
the event. 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com >> 
 
 
Subj:Re: Golcuv Jenikov  
Date:1/13/2003 6:53:39 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Czechtorah 
To:Trails2k 
 
Jeff and Margo --I am putting a package in the mail to you with a video to 
return, Michael Kraus's excerpt from the Birkenau Boys and a little more info 
re: Helen Epstein. Mr. Kraus' excerpt from the B. B. that was edited by my 
cousin Jon Fruend, also a B. Boy.  
 
In1997 in LA--I attended my first Jewish genealogical convention. A Mr. Michael 
Honey, now of London, formerly of the CZ. R., traveled to speak and I had the 
pleasure of joining him for dinner. In conversation he asked the names I was 
researching and that night we learned that 2 of my relatives had been Birkenau 
Boys with him and while they were good friends after all that they had shared 
in the camps--they had never known that they were also cousins to each other 
and to me.  Mr  Honey  introduced me to both of them. 
 
I also told you of a connection to the author Helen Epstein and included in the 
mail  is a torah essay that relates to the town of Kolin and Helen written by 
Julie Levin. 
 
You will find that the connections to my cousin will not be the only 
coincidence that will occur once you involve yourself with your scroll. I can't 
tell you how many good but strange coincidences have happened since I started 
all of this.  
 
Jon's e-mail                <jonora@sympatico.ca>   Toronto 
Helen Epstein's e-mail   <helepstein@aol.com>       Boston 
Thanks for your work on this project. I look fwd to helping you any way I can.  
 
 
Susan 
January 20 
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REPLY: margo and i watched the video you sent us the other night.  we are both 
inspired and margo is working on the event for yom hashoah.  this is a 
beginning, and i agree with you that we are about to experience some unimagined 
coincidences and experiences.  we'll keep you posted. 
 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
 
Subj:Re: Filip Katz  
Date:1/23/2003 1:45:43 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:Zimmer-Luedinghausen@t-online.de 
Reply-to:320004503983-0001@T-Online.de 
To:Trails2k@aol.com 
Sent from the Internet (Details) 
 
<Trails2k@aol.com> schrieb: 
> In a message dated 1/22/2003 10:56:17 AM Eastern Standard Time,  
> meirlav@netvision.net.il writes: 
>  
> > > Subj:Filip Katz  
> > Date:1/22/2003 10:56:17 AM Eastern Standard Time 
> > From:meirlav@netvision.net.il 
> > To:Zimmer-Luedinghausen@t-online.de 
> > CC:trails2k@aol.com 
> > Sent from the Internet  
> >  
> > > >  
> > Da Sie in Deutschland leben und meine Mutersprache deutsch ist,schicke ich 
> > diese Zeilen in ihrer Sprache:Mein Freund Peretz Amir Schrecker,lebend in 
> > Israel uebergab mir Iher E-mail betreffs Golcuv Jenikov.Ich selbst bin in 
> > Karlsbad geboren,lebe seit 63 Jahren in Israel.Die Familie meiner sel. 
> > Mutter stammt aus Golcuv .Im Jahr 1932 heiratete meine Cousiene Anni Roth 
> > den Jenda Katz,Sohn einer alt angesessener Familie ,die immer in Golcuv 
> > Jenikov lebte.Leider sind alle Angehoerigen der Familie ,wie alle 
> > Juden[ausser einem anderen Cousin im holocost umgekommen.Voriges Jahr starb 
> > dieser Cousin Josef Roth eines natuerlichen Todes.. 
> >  
> is it possible for you to translate this message into english? 
>  
> jeff olson, r.a  
> trailblazer 
> 10 clark street  
> saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
> phone:  518.584.6634   e-mail:  trails2k@aol.com 
>  
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I will try: 
 
"As you are living in Germany and my native language is German, I am sending 
you these lines in German. My friend Peretz Amir Schrecker, he lives in Israel, 
gave me your e-mail concerning Golcuv Jenikov. I was born in Karlsbad (Karlovy 
Vary)and came to Israel 63 years ago. My mother's family is from Jenikov. In 
1932 my cousin Anni Roth married Jenda Katz, the son of an old Jenikov family 
that had always lived there. Sadly all members of this family, as well as all 
the other Jews (except one cousin),were killed in the Holocaust. Last year this 
cousin Josef Roth died a natural death... 
 
Regards,  Peter Zimmer 
 
 
<…after several more months and thinking we had reached the end of our search, 
Susan Boyer connected us with Czech holocaust survivor Michael Kraus, who 
visited Saratoga for a special Yom Hashoah memorial service in April, 2003. It 
was only after we met Michael that we discovered the connection between him and 
Henry Silberstern, another survivor and the only living person we found with a 
direct connection to the town of Golcuv-Jenikov.>   
 
 
Date:4/30/2003 10:23:00 PM Eastern Standard Time 
From:nachod@worldnet.att.net" 
To:molson@skidmore.edu; trails2k@aol.com" 
Sent from the Internet  
 
Dear Jeff and Margo! 
Many thanks for your welcome and good care. We enjoyed the guided walk through 
Saratoga Springs on a beautiful afternoon yesterday. Arrived back home around 
eight. Today there was a holocaust remembrance organized by the Brookline 
holocaust commission that showed a film of testimonies by "liberators" of 
various US Army units, rather gruesome footage taken just as the soldiers 
actually stumbled at various death camps at the end of The War. 
Please give our thanks and regards to the rabbis and prof. Meier (whose email 
we did not get), 
best regards, 
Ilana and Michael 
PS please email us the photograph you took at the lecture so we can send it to 
our daughters. email of the film maker is:Austin 
deBesche,:Austin@moonlightmotionpix.com" 
 
 
Michael: 
attached is the photo, per your request. thank you for a memorable evening and 
a great afternoon walking in saratoga. i'm glad we ended our day in front of 
the 'spirit of life' sculpture. i hope our paths will cross again soon.<BR> 
 
jeff olson, r.a  
trailblazer 
10 clark street  
saratoga springs, ny 12866-4631 usa 
phone:&nbsp; 518.584.6634 
e-mail:&nbsp; trails2k@aol.com 
 
 
 

mailto:trails2k@aol.com
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11.02.03 
Dear Mr. Olson, 
 
My name is Henry Silberstern and I am a friend of Michael Kraus from 
Boston. As a matter of fact, I am also one of the Birkenau Boys. 
So much for a brief introduction. 
I hope to meet you and of course will fill you in  with additional 
information. 
I am very interested in the Torah Scroll from Golcuv-Jenikov. You see, 
even though I was not born in Golcuv-Jenikov, I have very close ties to 
that town. My grandfather was born there and both my father and I had 
"domicile" rights in that town. 
I read with high interest the work you did in researching it, as Michael 
sent me the few pages of e-mail and other copies. 
I believe that the scroll is housed at Temple Sinai and I would like to 
see it. 
I have a daughter and family living in Albany (to be exact, in Glenmont) 
and my wife and I plan on spending Thanksgiving with them. I realize that 
this is very sudden, but if it is at all possible, I would love to come 
to Saratoga Springs to Temple Sinai or to Skidmore College itself. 
I apologize for this sudden intrusion, but I hope that you will consider 
my request. 
Looking forward to meeting you  
Sincerely 
Henry Silberstern 
 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
>===== Original Message From "Linda Motzkin" <lmotzkin@skidmore.edu> ===== 
Special Guest at Shabbat evening service 8:00 p.m., Friday Nov. 28 
 
    This Friday, we will have a special guest at our Shabbat evening service.  
Mr. Henry Silberstern is a Czech survivor of the Holocaust, who has had a long  
relationship with the town of Golcuv-Jenikov, the original home of Temple  
Sinai's Holocaust memorial Torah scroll. Mr. 
Silberstern's grandfather and great-grandfather were born in Golcuv-Jenikov,  
providing his father and himself with domicile rights in that town. 
    Mr. Silberstern is a friend of survivor Michael Kraus, who spoke at the  
Yom Hashoa observance at Skidmore College this past spring. (At the time,  
Michael Kraus was unaware of his friend's connection to Golcuv-Jenikov.) Both  
Mr. Silberstern and Mr. Kraus were among the group 
of children known as "the Birkenau Boys", selected by the notorious Dr. Joseph  
Mengele to live while millions of others died. Only twenty Birkenau Boys  
survived. 
    Mr. Silberstern will be coming to Temple Sinai with his wife, daughter and  
other family members who live in Albany. We look forward to welcoming them to  
Temple Sinai and to learning from Mr. Silberstern more about the Jewish  
community of Golcov-Jenikov, whose sacred Torah has 
been entrusted to us. 
 
Margo Olson 
Coordinator of Jewish Student Life and Interfaith Programming 
The Intercultural Center 
Skidmore College 
Saratoga Springs, New York 
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This brings us to the end of this chapter in history, made possible by technology that 
allows us to find answers to some questions and challenges us to think about others.  On 
the following pages you will find the media release announcing the upcoming Yom 
Hashoah Memorial Service, and a copy of the list of Holocaust victims from Golcuv-
Jenikov.  Tracing the roots of the Golcuv-Jeninkov torah scroll has been an incredible 
experience.  Thank you to everyone who contributed to this search. There is much more 
to be known, and there are hundreds of other scrolls in communities around the world that 
have similar stories.  May we all have the wisdom to learn from these stories, and to work 
every day to make the world a better place. 
 
Jeff Olson 
Saratoga Springs, NY 
2003   
 
 
 
For additional information on the Memorial Torah Scrolls, please visit: 
http://www.czechtorah.org/trust.htm 
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Media Release: Immediate 
 

Subject:  Special Ceremony Honors Holocaust Survivors & Victims 

Location: Skidmore College, Saratoga Springs NY  (Gannett Auditorium) 

Monday evening, April 28th  2003, 6:30 – 9:30pm   

Contact: Margo Olson, molson@skidmore.edu,  518.580.5679 

 

Skidmore College and Temple Sinai of Saratoga Springs, NY will host a unique ceremony on April 

28 as part of the annual Yom Hashoah – Holocaust Memorial Day. 

The event will feature both Michael Kraus, one of the “Birkinau Boys” who survived the 

concentration camps, and a rare public ceremony featuring a Torah (bible) scroll from 

Czechoslovakia which also survived the holocaust.   

 

Through its association with Temple Sinai in Saratoga Springs, New York, Skidmore College uses 

a Czech Holocaust Memorial Torah Scroll from the town of Golcuv-Jenicov for High Holiday 

services each year.  This rare scroll is one of just 1,297 that were rescued from the Nazis, who had 

confiscated them for use as part of their planned “Museum of the Extinct Jewish Race.”  The 

scrolls were saved after World War II by the Westminster Synagogue in London, which in turn has 

distributed them to communities around the world as “Czech Memorial Scrolls.”  The idea was that 

even though the places that they came from had been destroyed, there were many congregations 

around the world that could keep the Torahs as living parts of the Jewish community.  Of the Czech 

Torah scrolls catalogued in London, 466 are in the United States, 61 in Israel, 90 in Great Britain, 

16 in Australia, and the remainder span the globe from Argentina to New Zealand.  One is in 

Saratoga Springs, on permanent loan to Temple Sinai on Broadway.  Temple Sinai and Skidmore 

College are privileged to be able to honor the memory of the community of Golcuv-Jenikov and to 

keep its spirit alive through the continued use of their Torah.  After a year of research by a local 

volunteer who used the internet to trace the history of the scroll, this year’s event will include 

reading the names and lighting a candle for each of the Jews from Golcuv-Jenikov who never 

returned to their homes after being deported on June 9, 1942. 

 

 
 

mailto:molson@skidmore.edu
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The April 28th events are scheduled as follows: 

 

6:30 p.m.   

Showing of the documentary film Pilgrimage into the Past 

In the summer of 2000, filmmaker Austin de Besche accompanied Holocaust survivor Michael 

Kraus and his family on a three-day trek through the Austrian countryside. As a boy Kraus and 

thousands of other prisoners were forced on a "death march" in the waning days of the war, and for 

a long time Kraus had wanted to walk the route once more. 

 

8:00 p.m.  

Gannett Auditorium: Memorial Service with Guest Speaker Michael Kraus 

Michael Kraus was one of a group of Jewish children known as the “Birkenau Boys.” No one 

knows why the notorious Dr. Joseph Mengele selected these boys to live while their families, 

friends, and millions of others died in Nazi death camps.  Michael was one of only twenty 

survivors. Many years after the war one of the survivors, Gerhard Durlacher, traveled the world to 

talk to those who survived and helped Michael Kraus to reunite with the others. The culmination of 

the search is the extraordinary reunion of the Boys of Birkenau in Jerusalem in 1990.  Later, to deal 

with their burden, and to honor those who were murdered, the surviving Boys returned to Europe 

fifty years after their liberation from Auschwitz-Birkenau. Mr. Kraus’ experiences are covered in 

Durlacher’s book The Birkenau Boys, and in the films, Lost Childhood: The Story of the Birkenau 

Boys, The Tragedy of the Holocaust Through the Eyes of Children and 

Pilgrimage into the Past. 

 

 

For additional information on the Memorial Torah Scrolls, please visit: 

http://www.czechtorah.org/trust.htm 

 

 

        ######## 
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In 2003, The Golcuv-Jenikov scroll was reunited with two holocaust survivors at Temple 
Sinai in Saratoga Springs.  Michael Kraus (top) was featured in a special program at 
Skidmore College in April, and Henry Silberstern told his story at Temple Sinai in November.  
Both men were among the “Birkinau Boys” who survived the holocaust.  Henry’s grandfather 
was from Golcuv.  Michael said that he had not held a torah in his hands since the war.  
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Golcuv Jenikov Holocaust Memorial List  
 
This list was provided by John F. Singer, 2003, using information from the Terezin Initiative and with 
amendments provided by Peretz Amir Schrecker 
 
 
 
 
Name             Date Of Birth,Death       Transports 
 
Bockova Gabriela     August 8 1877  AAc 688 Terezin June 9,1942 
                                    AAi 408 Fate Unknown 
 
Karpeles Rudolph     July 27,1855   AAc 702 Terezin June 6,1942 
Deceased Terezin     October 23, 1942 
 
Katz Hanus           Nov, 14, 1903 AAc 712  Terezin June 9, 1942 
Fate Unknown                       AAi 428 
 
Katzova Anna        June 21, 1909  AA713    Terezin June 9,1942 
Fate Unknown                       AAi 429 
 
Katzova Hana        July 14, 1931  AAc 714  Terezin June 9, 1942 
Fate Unknown                       AAi 430 
 
Katzova Milena      Nov, 12, 1934  AAc715   Terezin June,9  1942 
Fate unknown                       AAi431 
 
Kornfeld,Ludvik     Jan, 30, 1872 
 
Kornfeldova Regina  December 3, 1878 AAc 696 Terezin 0609 1942 
Deceased            October 22 1942  Bx 1077 Treblinka 
 
Kornfeldova Helena March 11, 1911   AAc 697  Terezin                        
0609 1942 
Fate Unknown                        AAi413 
 
Lawetzka Hermina Aug 14, 1886       AAc711   Terezin   0609 1942 
Fate Unknown                        AAi427 
 
Naehnadel Karolina August 18, 1889  AAc      Terezin 
Fate Unknown                        AAi427 
 
Naehnadel Julie July,14 1860        AAc672   Terezin 
Deceased                            Bx1074   Treblinka 
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Naehnadel Ruzena Feb 18, 1900       AAc674   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                        AAi401 
 
Naehnadel Herman  Nov 1, 1901       AAc675   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                        AAi 401 
Margoliusova Ida Feb,12, 1883       AAc716   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                        AAi432 
 
Oesterreicherova Arnostka Nov 11, 1893 AAc667  Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           Aai398 
 
Offer Viktor Jan 28 1894             AAc689    Terezin 
Deceased      May 18, 1944            Eb1018   Auschwitz 
 
Ohrensteinova Berta December 9, 1888  AAc691   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                          AAi409 
 
Pachner Oskar  Feb 2, 1894             AAc704  Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi420 
 
Pachnerova Kamila June 13, 1887        AAc705  Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi421 
 
Pachner Arnost  May 17, 1926           AAc706   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi422 
 
Pamm Ota  Nov 26,1903                  Aac707   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi924 
 
Pammova Pavla  May 9,1907              AAc708   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi923 
 
Pamm Jindrich   June 24,1930           AAc709   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi922 
 
Pammova Marie Feb 4, 1934              AAc710   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi925 
 
Pick Gustav April 7, 1857              AAc665   Terezin 
Deceased     October 15, 1942          Bv 1241  Treblinka 
 
Pick Vladimir July 13 1885             AAc692   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi410 
 
Pickova Gertruda  March 4 1902         AAc693   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi411 
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Pickova Hana   March 17, 1928          AAc694   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi412 
 
Polakova Vera  Feb 17, 1925            AAc669   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi415 
Polakova Ruzena  April 19, 1889        AAc698   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi 414 
 
Pollak Jindrich  Dec 17, 1869          AAc 669 
Deceased Oct 22, 1942                  Bx1073   Treblinka 
 
Roth Emil   March 30, 1875             AAc718   Terezin 
Deceased    Oct 10, 1942 Terezin 
 
Rothova Marta Feb 24, 1886             AAc719   Terezin 
Deceased  October 16, 1944             ER1150   Auschwitz 
 
Rothova Marie  December 4, 1906        AAc717   Terezin 
Deceased Oct 16, 1944                  Er702    Auschwitz 
 
Ruthova Anna   April 8, 1883           AAc664   Terezin 
Deceased   Aug 25, 1942                Bc947    M.Trostinec 
 
Sabat Rudolph June 6, 1875             AAb721   Terezin 
Deceased Oct 22, 1942                  Bx1010   Treblinka 
 
Sabatova Regina March 31, 1882         AAb722   Terezin 
Deceased    Oct 22,1942                Bx1011   Treblinka 
 
Shreckerova Hedvika  Sept 1, 1884      AAc666   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi397 
 
Schulhorova Ruzena Oct 27, 1869        AAc 668  Terezin 
Deceased  Oct 22, 1942                 Bx       Treblinka 
 
Vrba Adolf  July 30, 1888              Aac678   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAk446 
 
Vrbova Emilie June 26, 1869            AAc679   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAk447 
 
Vrba Ota        Jan 24, 1916           AAc680   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAk448 
 
Vrbova Emilie  September 12,1891       AAc 676  Terezin 
Deceased Oct 22, 1942                  Bx 1075  Treblinka 
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Vrba Arnost June 26 1907               AAc 677  Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi403 
 
Vrbova Hedvika  Oct 7, 1894            AAb731   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           QAk6936 
 
The following two people died before transport. 
 
Steiner Albert April 17, 1878 Deceased April 20, 1942 
 
Polak Albert April 16, 1886 deceased 1942 
 
 
The folowing Names are of members of the Jewish community who 
lived nearby but not in GJ, 
 
Herza Gejza  June 18, 1899             AAc701   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi417 
 
Herzova Eliska   May 1, 1899           AAc702   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi418 
 
Herzova Doris    Aug 31, 1930          AAc703   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi419 
 
Weiss Oskar      Jan 12, 1893          AAC681   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi404 
 
Weissova Hermina  May 19, 1902         AAc682   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi404 
 
Weissova Jana    April 3, 1928         AAc683   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi406 
 
Weissova Ruth     June 22, 1930        AAc684   Terezin 
Fate Unknown                           AAi407         
 
 
 


